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Abstract — Day by day wind power technology is more
dominating on the other types of renewable energy sources.
Out of different types of generators doubly fed induction
generator is more popular due to its superior controlling
characteristics of active and reactive power at sub synchronous
and super synchronous speed. But whenever there is any fault
on the grid which causes voltage dip, the performance of the
DFIG is affected since its stator and rotor are connected to the
grid. When voltage sag occurs on the stator terminals, a
transient current appears on the rotor converter which may
damage the rotor side converter. The grid code suggests that
these wind power plants should remain connected to the grid
under such circumstances and contribute the fault current
safely. But it is difficult to satisfy for DFIG connected wind
plants. This paper presents the feed forward current regulator
for rotor side converter of DFIG and analyses its low voltage
ride through capability.

support. A disconnection of large wind farm in such
conditions may cause the collapse of the entire grid.
The use of crowbar circuit should be the last choice to
limit transient rotor currents. This paper proposes a feedforward current control (FFCC) scheme for the Rotor side
converter to enhance the Low voltage ride through capability
of DFIGs.
II.

PROPOSED SYSTEM :

A. Block Diagram of DFIG System
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Wind power technology is the most adopted power
technology in the renewable energy systems and doubly fed
induction generators are more popular in wind turbine
technology. DFIG has several advantages on the other types
of generator like superior control on the active and reactive
power. Also the power electronics are connected in the rotor
circuit only 30 % of power is handled by the power
electronics hence the harmonics generated by the system are
quite low. Also these generators can generate the electricity
below as well as above synchronous speed. But DFIG
suffers from the drawback that under grid connected system
whenever there is any fault which causes the voltage dip on
the stator terminals, it causes the dc component in the stator
current and causes increase in the dc flux linking with the
rotor circuit. This causes the transient currents at rotor
terminals which have to be handled by the rotor side
converter. Therefore RSC has to be over modulated. To
handle the situation common technique is to disconnect the
RSC in the event of the grid faults and rotor terminals to be
connected to the external resistance circuit which is well
known as crowbar circuit. Under such circumstances the
DFIG now act as normal induction motor rather than the
generator and draws the reactive power from the supply.
This happens exactly when the grid needs the reactive power
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Fig .1 Basic configuration of DGIF system

Fig. 1 shows the basic block diagram of the wind turbine
system where DFIG is connected to the wind turbine through
a gearbox. The stator of the DFIG is directly connected to
the grid and rotor is also connected to the grid but via a AC
DC AC converter. The converter on the rotor side is well
known as rotor side converter and the line side converter is
called as grid side converter. The power flow from the DFIG
is controlled by injecting the appropriate voltage at different
frequencies through the RSC to the rotor circuit in sub
synchronous as well as super synchronous speed. Therefore,
RSC and GSC consist of four-quadrant IGBT operation with
PWM technique. These converters are connected to each
other by a common dc-link capacitor. [5] [6].
B. Feed forward current regulator
RSC Current Controller scheme
To control the DFIG RSC and GSC the conventional
vector control scheme is commonly used. The main
advantage of this system is that it offers a good decoupled
control of the active and reactive power [10].
The d- q transformation is adopted for the modeling.
Figure 2 and figure 3 shows the control block diagrams for
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the rotor side and grid side converters respectively. For the
controlling the rotor side converter the d-axis is oriented
with the stator flux vector, and to control the grid side
converter the d-axis is oriented with the stator voltage space
vector.
The active power or electromagnetic torque is related to
the q-axis rotor current ieqr and the reactive power is related
to the d-axis rotor current iedr. This control scheme is known
as the feed-forward current regulator. The scheme is derived
from a steady state stator voltage and flux condition.
Block Diagrams
The block diagram of the conventional vector control
schemes for the RSC and the GSC are shown in Figs. 2
and 3 respectively.

0

(2.3)

The feed-forward current regulator term in a Feed
Forward Current Regulator are based on (2.3). In this
scheme, the d axis and q axis rotor side current control loops
are decoupled by injecting the cross-coupling current terms
and the stator voltage coupling term. The PI regulator is used
in d-axis and q-axis rotor current.
D. Rotor Side Converter (RSC) scheme :

Fig 2 Vector control scheme for the RSC with traditional FFCR.
Fig 4 Rotor Side Convertor control scheme

The stator active and reactive power independent control
is done by the RSC and these are represented by Ps and Qs,
respectively. By controlling the reactive-power using the
rotor side converter the stator voltage Vs can be maintained
within the desired limit especially when the DFIG is
connected to a weak power system and having no reactive
compensation.

Fig 3 Vector control scheme for the GSC with traditional FFCR.

C. Mathematical modeling
The modeling of DFIG is done by considering the
arbitrary reference frame. Equation 2.1 shows the d axis and
q axis stator and rotor voltage respectively. The torque
equation can be derived as mentioned in 2.2
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Fig 5 Overall control scheme of the Grid Side Convertor (GSC)

Overall Vector Control Scheme for RSC :
Fig. 4 shows the vector control scheme for the rotor side
converter. The three phase currents irabc are converted into
the d-q currents namely idr and iqr In the stator flux oriented
reference frame. By controlling these currents independent
control of the stator active power Ps and reactive power Qs.
can be achieved. The reference values of idr and iqr are
achieved directly from values of Qs and Ps respectively. The
actual d–q current signals (idr and iqr) are then compared with
these reference values (i*dr and i* qr) and then the error
signal is generate. This signal is then passed through two PI

(2.1)

ϕ

ϕ

(2.2)

The electromagnetic torque Te depends only on ieqr
instead of iedr.
With some manipulations steady state model can be
derived as,
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III.

F 8 Reactive Poower
Fig.

SIMULATION RESULTS & ANALYSIS

As per the problem discu
ussed in the abbove sections, the
m
model
shown inn the figure is developed
d
to analyze
a
the LV
VRT
c
capability
of thhe DFIG systeem using feedd forward currrent
r
regulator
for thhe rotor side co
onverter. Varioous conditions are
s and the model is simulateed to obtain thhe various resuults.
set
S
Some
conditioons with theirr results are discussed in the
f
following
sectiion. Balanced voltage
v
sag off 0.9 PU, 0.7 PU,
P
0
0.5PU,
0.3 PU on the grid iss set and the various
v
results are
c
captured.
Out of which thrree voltage saag conditions are
p
presented
heree (viz. 0.7 PU
U, 0.5PU andd 0.3 PU). The
T
d
duration
of thee sag is from 10 to 10.2 seeconds. The main
m
c
components
to observe from
m the results arre Stator curreent,
r
rotor
current, speed, and active and reactive pow
wer
c
contributed
by the DFIG alon
ng with the seettling time of the
D
DFIG
after clearance of the fault. In case of voltage sagg of
0 PU, 0.7 PU
0.9
U the rise in thee stator current and rotor currrent
is for very smaall duration an
nd is within thee safe limit. Also
A
thhis current diees out very fastt and settles too its normal vaalue
q
quickly,
oscilllations in th
he torque annd rotor speeed
r
respectively
and the values arre also observed to be within the
liimit, the casess demands morre attention aree mentioned here
h
f the sag of 0.5 PU, 0.3 PU .
for
P
Case 1 :Volltage Sag 0.5 PU

Fig. 9 Rotor currrent

Fig. 10 Torquee

Fig. 11 Speedd
Fig.3.1 DFIG
G performance at 0.5 PU voltage sag

g
voltage having
Stattor current corrresponding to grid/stator
0.5 PU sag is shown in figure 6 whhere the rise inn the stator
P similarly figure
f
9 shows the rotor
current is about 2.1 PU
current.. The rise in thhe stator currennt and rotor cuurrent is for
small duration
d
and iss just reach too the unsafe liimit. Since
these cuurrents dies out
o very fast and
a settles to its normal
value quuickly no imm
mediate harm too the system. Fig.
F 10 and
Fig. 11 shows the osccillations in thhe torque and rotor
r
speed
v
of torqque has rise coonsiderably
respectiively and the values
which may
m oscillate thhe system at grreater amplitudde nad may
damge the rotor andd turbine systeem. Active annd reactive
power contributed byy the DFIG during
d
this coondition is
i figure Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 resspectively.
shown in
Casee 2 : Voltage Sag
S 0.3 PU

Fig. 6 Sttator current

Fig. 7 Acctive Power
Fig. 12 Stator currrent
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Fig. 13 Active
A
Power

Fig. 19 Speedd
Fig. DFIG performance
p
at 0.33 PU voltage sag

All the parameteers of the DF
FIG has rise to unsafe
magnituude. Stator current
c
corressponding to grid/stator
voltage having 0.3 PU
U sag is show
wn in figure 122 where the
rise in the stator cuurrent is aboutt 2.3 PU andd oscillates
betweenn –ve and +ve values. Similarly figure 15 & 16 shows
the rotoor current whose magnitude has
h raised to 2.5
2 PU and
rotor vooltage whose magnitude
m
also raised to 5.22 PU. The
rise in the stator cuurrent and rotoor current is for longer
t be disconneected from
durationn and RSC annd GSC need to
the systtem to protect against
a
such traansient currentts. Also the
torque fig. 18 and the speed fig.
f
19 fluctuuations are
m
tremenddously large annd thus it mayy damage the mechanical
system. The active annd reactive powers are also reached to
v
unsafe values.

Fig. 14 Reeactive Power

Fig. 15 Rotor
R
current

IV
V.

CONCLU
USION

Wheen the wind tuurbines are eqquipped with the
t DFIGs
then it is difficult too satisfy the loow voltage ridde through
capabiliity. Therefore uninterrupted power supply is difficult
especiallly in voltage sag condition.. An attempt is made to
design the feed forwaard current reggulator for thee rotor side
convertter to limit thee transients occurring in the rotor side
power electronics.
e
Frrom the results it is observeed that the
LVRT of DFIG is coonsiderably im
mproved than the
t normal
regulatoor and it mayy avoid the abbrupt interrupttion of the
DFIG under
u
grid faault condition. It also miniimizes the
operatioon of crowbar circuit during the
t voltage sagg condition
and gives an uninterruupted reactive power
p
support to the grid.
g
to remain in
It helps doubly fedd induction generators
operatioon even duringg severe grid faaults.

Fig. 16 Rotor
R
Voltage
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